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Feminized Seeds From Dutch
Passion
Feminized seeds from Dutch Passion are an absolute must have
for those who are at least marginally passionate about their
smoke. The Cannabis seeds on offer by this company are of
premium quality; rendered so by years of research,
experimentations and development. Heres a quick glance at the
Dutch Passion feminized seeds and why theyre so special.
The feminization process is quite a breakthrough, when it
comes to Cannabis seed technology. Dutch Passion have mastered
the process and used it to create some top quality marijuana
seeds that are completely feminised. Growing these under
specific conditions will help yield female plants exclusively.
Dutch Passion seeds are also available with specific
information on the THC and CBD percentages of the strains used
to keep clients better informed. You may even choose between
regular as well as feminised seed varieties.
Dutch Passion Cannabis seeds are a smokers delight. The secret
to their success is undoubtedly the genetic control exercised
by the company, as well as the constant incorporation of new
genetics from around the world. In fact, the seed stock is
updated almost perpetually to ensure freshness of stock. The
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seeds are also selected very carefully on the basis of their
germination rate, ripeness and size.
One of the greatest concerns of Dutch Passion is the taste of
the seeds. They believe that a bio grown seed has more
potential for flavor as compared to hydro pot. Of course, the
latter growing option is more convenient to control and set up
and the yield is also relatively greater than that of a bio
pot or seeds that have been grown in the soil.
The feminized seeds offered by them are difficult to make and
a lot of research has gone into the process, before they
perfected it. This has also helped them discover strains that
do not work well for feminization and identify methods by
which the seeds can be grown to satisfaction.
The successfully feminized seeds of Dutch Passion now provide
smokers and growers with many advantages. For starters, you
can grow the plant in remote outdoor locations and not worry
about having to come back and check for the growth of male
plants. Growers may also count on increased yields, with
almost every seed planted yielding a female plant.
There are certain ways by which you can manipulate the seeds
to grow female plants. As revealed by Dutch Passions feminizer
testing program, there are certain measures you can take to
ensure that your seed yields plants that are feminine. This
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includes providing more nitrogen and less potassium, shorter
light cycles, low temperatures and high humidity and also
greater soil moisture to the seed.
Seeds from Dutch Passion are also packaged extra carefully.
The bag used to package the seeds has a special foil that can
help it preserve its powers of germination for an extended
period of time. The bags are professionally sealed as well and
therefore, you can always be sure of the authenticity of the
seeds.
So if youre looking for top quality seeds that have
specifically been designed to enhance your smoking and growing
pleasure, Dutch Passion has the right seeds for you.
www.herbiesheadshop.com is a leading seeds supplier in the UK.
Find the best deals here for Single Pick N Mix Feminized Dutch
Passion Seeds, Dutch Passion Seeds, Pick N Mix Dutch Passion
Seeds and other popular varieties.
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